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INSTRUCTIONSI

This paper contains two sections:
Seetion I: Fourteen (14) questions, all compulsory:
Section II: Five (5| questions; choose any three (3).

SSmarks
4Smarks
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ot2. Briefly e>rplain the difference between cost accounting and financial accounting.
4narks

03. a) Give 2 limitations or criticisms of cost accounting? 2marks
b) What is tle differerrce between cost ascertainment and cost control. 2marks

()4. Explain what you understand by a cost unit, giving at least two suitable examples.
Smarks

05. Distinguish between production cost and prime cost. 4marks
()6. What is the difference between historical costing and standard costing? 4marks
07. State the major difliculty of using the total absorption costing approach and explain

how this difliculty is avoided by the marginal costing approach. 4marks
08. Briefly e>cplain the meaning of the following terms as used in cost accounting:

Section I: Attempt all the 14 questions. S5marks

O1.a) Distinguish between a cost and an expense.
b) Mention any two uses of cost accounting to management.

a) contribution
b) break-even point
c) margin of safety

vanance.
12.The following table shows the budget information for a business.

Sales and production 20 000 units
Sales 4 000 000
Variable costs 2 800 000
Fixed costs 500 000

Actual production and sales were 14 OOO units.
Calculate the profit using a fixed budget.

lS.Explain the following terms as used in cost accounting :

a| allowance for idle time
bf a favourable labour variance
cf a flexible budget
d) over-recovery of overheads

2marks
2marks

2marks
2marks
2marks

4marks

4marks

4marks

(X). What is a profit-volume ratio? Suggest two ways that management can use to increase
tl:e profit-volume ratio. 4marks

10. Explain what you understand by a perpetual inventory and state two ways in which it
can be useful to an enterprise. Smarks

11. A company uses a standard costing system. The standard labour cost per unit is 4
hours at RWF 72 per hour. 25OO units were produced. 97OO hours were worked at a
cost of RWF 720800. Calculate the labour rate variance and the labour efficiency

L4. A company's monthly budgeted sales were RWF 1,000,000, based on a selling price of
RWF 500 per unit and a unit cost of RWF 250. In Month 3, 2LOO units were sold for
RWF 1,000,800. What was the sales price variance for the month? Smarks
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SECTION II: Choose and Answer any Three (3) questions 45marks

15. Discuss at least five major limitations of financial accounting tliat are overcome by
cost accounting. lSmarks

16. A company is organized into 3 profit centres. The results for the year 2O12 were as
follows, in RWF 000s:

Prolit centre
A B c

Direct materials 13000 7000 8000
Direct labour 23000 13000 9000
Variable overheads 3500 2500 4000
Fixed overheads 14000 18000 9000

5350() 40sfi) 3fiXX)
Sales 60000 38000 33000
Proftt/(lossf 65(x, (25(x)l 3(xx)

a)

b)
Restate the data above using marginal costing.
What would be the effect of closing Profit Centre B?

l2marks
Smarks

4marks
6marks
Saarks

17. Karaurrcze Ltd makes a musical instrument known as kanoza. There is an urgent order
for 600 kanoza for a national festival. The normal selling price of 1 kanoza. is RWF
1O,OO0 and the sponsors have agreed to pay a surcharge of RWF 10OO on each kanoza
because 3 production workers will have to work overtime to meet the delivery date.

The time allowed for the production of 1 \<ar:'oza is 15 minutes and, for each hour
saved, the workers have a 5Oo/o bonus pay over their basic rate of RWF 4000 per hour.
They work 40 hours a week and are paid overtime for any extra hours worked, at the
rate of 1 and a half times the normal rate.

During the week ended L4 June 2013, they worked exclusively on the order
mentioned above, as follows:

Workers
Production
Hours worked

Kaneza
216

45

Keza Kazungt
200
42

t84
44

Direct materials cost is RWF 5000 per unit and overheads are absorbed at the rate of
RWF 4000 per direct labour hour worked.

Calculate: a) the time saved and the overtime hours worked
b) The total labour cost
c) The profit made by Karanoz,e Ltd on the order.

18. The following information relates to the trading activities of RonderezaTraders for the
financial year ended 31 December 2012. They sell only one t5rpe of improved stove
and they have decided to keep the selling price constant throughout the year. The
business uses the FIFO method of valuing stock.
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Calculate:
a) The total number of stoves sold during the year ald the total number of stoves onhand at 1 January 2Al3;
b! The closing stock using the FIFO method; 3:::::

rading """:Tff;;calculate this figure 
Smarksdf The value of the closing stock using the weighted average stock valuation method;

2marksef The gross profit for tlre year using the weighted average method; 4marks
19. Bashaka L ement for September 2013

Sales: 3,000 units at RWf gfiunit

-

I^^^. l\^^L- caF 240,OOO
uvor. vuDL r.rl \fU(,(.lS DOIO:

-

variauffi

Variableffi

-

_Fixedsettiffi

190,000
19,900
40,200

21,OOO

7,500
.Dclore I axes L1,700

a) fina the firm,s breakeven output. 
Smarksb) what quantity will it need to sell to get a monttrry net income before taxes ofRWF 18,000 and its cost structure remains unchanged? Smarksc! what will be its breakeven output if its variable production costs increase by4 RWF per unit? 
Bmarksdl arter the increase of 4 RWF per unit, what output will it need to sell in order to getthe 18,000 RWF monthly pre_tax profit stated earlier? Gmar&se) Given the variable production cost increase but no change in fixed costs, what will bethe firm's monthry profit if it sefls 4,000 units of output per month? Smarks

\:
:1.i

,t

Stock on hand; 1TanZ012
Stoves availablefor@ 250 units

Purchases were made as follows:

Pebruar5r 2OL2
June 2012
November 2Ol2

3O units
80 units
100 units

---_-
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